Abstract-Human neuroimaging research aims to find mappings between brain activity and broad cognitive states. In particular, Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) allows collecting information about activity in the brain in a non-invasive way. In this paper, we tackle the task of linking brain activity information from fMRI data with named entities expressed in functional neuroimaging literature. For the automatic extraction of those links, we focus on Named Entity Recognition (NER) and compare different methods to recognize relevant entities from fMRI literature. We selected 15 entity categories to describe cognitive states, anatomical areas, stimuli and responses. To cope with the lack of relevant training data, we proposed rulebased methods relying on noun-phrase detection and filtering. We also developed machine learning methods based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF) with morpho-syntactic and semantic features. We constructed a gold standard corpus to evaluate these different NER methods. A comparison of the obtained F1 scores showed that the proposed approaches significantly outperform three state-of-the-art methods in open and specific domains with a best result of 78.79% F1 score in exact span evaluation and 98.40% F1 in inexact span evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Creating a detailed map of brain function [1] requires an effective decoding of cognitive states from patterns of brain activity [2] . Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) has the capability of mapping brain activity to cognitive states based on changes in blood oxygenation accompanying neural activation [3] . Around 65% of fMRI research study the properties of anatomical brain regions [4] to explore functional localization, cognitive anatomy, or brain structures. Therefore, the textual information contained in the related publications forms a valuable resource for decoding cognitive states. For instance, Nielse et al. [5] proposed a method to find association rules between terms extracted from neuroimaging studies and Talairach coordinates using a bag-of-words representation. Hsiao et al. [6] also used fMRI literature with the Unified Medical Language System ® (UMLS ® ) to construct a hierarchical concept-based dictionary of brain functions. A named entity recognition approach was used in Neurosynth [7] which extracts named entities from neuroimaging publications and generates probabilistic mappings between cognitive and neural states based on entity frequencies. Other systems include WhiteText [8] which extracts brain regions and their connections from neurocience literature using co-occurrence methods, and BrainSCANr [9] , which provides a dictionary of brain region names, cognitive and behavioral functions and diseases, and calculates the co-occurrence between two terms in the scientific literature. linkRbrain [10] identifies cognitive task expressions by using the CorText platform followed by a manual selection. In this paper, we focus on recognizing named entities that can be relevant to describe relationships between brain activity and a large number of broad cognitive states. We propose automatic NER methods from functional neuroimaging literature and we compare them to three baselines.
II. NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION METHODS
NER is a fundamental step in natural language understanding aiming to identify phrases referring to entities from predefined categories [11] - [13] . The selection of a particular NER method depends on the domain (general vs. specific), the difficulty of the task (e.g. the definition of named entities), and the availability of training data or predefined rules. For NER in functional neuroimaging articles, there are no readily available training data, and no predefined categories or rules for named entities. Therefore, we defined relevant entity categories and developed rule-based methods as well as machine-learning methods trained on manually annotated abstracts.
A. Entity Categories
Neuroscientists are interested in brain responses to specific experimental tasks, the areas of the brain in which these responses occur, and the brain functions implied by these responses [6] . We defined 15 named entity categories following this fundamental observation: "Gross brain anatomy", "Functional neuroanatomy", "Brain function", "Body anatomy", "Body function", "Medical problem" and "Sensory stimuli or response" which includes eight sub-categories: "Gustation", "Visual", "Emotional", "Olfactory", "Auditory", "Somatosensory", "Abstract", and "Other".
B. Rule-based Methods
We used a three-pronged method for NER based on nounphrase detection and word filtering.
1) Noun Phrase Chunking: Noun phrase detection consists of finding noun phrases in a given text. We chose to use TreeTagger [14] as our first chunker [12] and Stanford Parser [15] .
2) Rules for Entity Boundaries: Annotation guidelines differ according to the task (e.g. the inclusion or not of articles, adjectives, and numbers). We defined a set of rules to change the boundaries of noun phrases using the morphosyntactic categories of the words (e.g. determiner, adjective). We automatically removed the determiners (e.g. an, those, no, each), personal and possessive pronouns (e.g. her, their), cardinal numbers and specific adjectives (e.g. most, same) from the noun phrases. Additional rules are defined for entity length (between 2 and 55 characters) and coordinating conjunctions.
3) Word Filtering: Stopword removal is an essential step to filter irrelevant words. We use a list of 723 common stopwords in information retrieval (e.g. about, normally, useful). As filtering domain-related words is also important, we constructed and manually validated a second list of 3,405 functional stopwords related to neuroimaging using the most frequent words in a collection of 11,406 fMRI articles (e.g. fMRI, results, activation, patients, regions, activity, findings).
C. Machine Learning Methods
We built a CRF classifier using sklearn-crfsuite 1 . Training was performed on 91 abstracts randomly selected from the Neurosynth collection and manually annotated using Brat 2 . We selected the following list of features for machine learning:
1) Word and Morpho-syntactic Features: For each word: (i) the word itself, lemma of the word, part of speech tag (POS), (ii) prefixes and suffixes, and (ii) presence in a stopword list. The lemma and POS tag are extracted using NLTK 3 . Information on words immediately before and after this particular word in a sentence are included as well: (i) the previous word and its POS; and (ii) the following word and its POS.
2) Semantic Features: We used 3 semantic categories and generated a semantic feature indicating whether or not the word belongs to the term list of one of the categories: (i) 
D. Baseline Methods
We selected three methods and tools as baselines for NER from functional neuroimaging articles.
1) Neurosynth: a widely used platform for automatically synthesizing the results of different neuroimaging studies [7] . We used the Neurosynth lexicon containing 3,169 terms extracted from the abstracts (version of July 2015) to annotate our collection.
2) DBPedia-KODA: one of the best performing entity linking tools [16] . We used the DBpedia implementation of KODA to annotate our collection.
3) MeSH ® : a controlled and structured vocabulary of medical topics provided and maintained by the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM). We automatically extracted MeSH ® terms from XML articles and used them as named entities.
III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
To create a gold standard for evaluating the performance of the NER methods, a manual annotation was carried out by two annotators on abstracts of 52 neuroimaging articles randomly selected from the Neurosynth collection. We also developed guidelines for the annotation process performed using Brat. The resulting corpus contains 864 annotated named entities. We computed the Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) using the Bio-SCoRes assessment code 12 [17] . Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 were computed for exact and overlapping span matches. Table I shows the global IAA results. IAA is computed based on the span and category of annotated entities, then based on the entity span only. Both exact and inexact boundary matching are considered for the evaluation. Inexact matching is a flexible matching between two extracted named entities expressing that they are overlapping or equal. Table II shows the IAA for each category. The best IAA is obtained in the "gross brain anatomy" category which indeed has the highest number of named entities in the corpus. Other categories are more difficult to annotate because of their ambiguity (e.g. "somatosensory stimuli or response").
Finally, a reconciliation was carried out to correct errors in the annotated abstracts of both annotators and create a unique gold standard. Table III presents the results of our automatic methods, baseline methods and manual annotations (we do not consider the entities categories in this evaluation). Our automatic methods (Machine-learning and Rule-based) obtained significantly better results than the baseline systems. The open-domain tool KODA achieved good recall in inexact span but precision is poor because of the specificity of the domain. The Neurosynth method obtained good recall in inexact span but it does not fit the goal of extracting relevant named entities with correct boundaries. Neurosynth recognizes general words as entities (e.g. using, repeat, asked), entities with inexact boundaries (e.g. amygdala insula) and also irrelevant entities for this specific domain (e.g. magnetic resonance, brains). MeSH ® terms also were not appropriate for the task.
V. CONCLUSION
We studied the recognition of named entities for the automated understanding of brain anatomy and the brain cognitive functions expressed in publications related to fMRI experiments. Results showed that the proposed NER methods outperform state-of-the-art methods in open and specific domains. Using CRF and relevant semantic features, we achieve 78.79% F1 score in exact evaluation and 98.40% F1 in inexact evaluation. Since there is no gold standard, a human annotation effort was involved to construct a gold standard corpus for the task which will be made available. Our final goal is to develop a robust tool to map fMRI brain activations with relevant entities and thus, decode cognitive states from brain activity. This capability will allow using and integrating information contained in neuroscience publications at a large scale.
